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COMMERCIAL OFFER  

Painted claddings 

 

Painted claddings – best value for money 

 

Dear Client, 

 

Joint Stock Company “Nilma” would like to offer high quality vacuum painted claddings 

for the exterior finishing. The offered claddings are of various profiles, made with modern 

equipment and innovative technical solutions. “Makor” vacuum painting system ensures 

highest quality level. 

 

Tomorrow’s technology  

and quality today! 

 

We introduce new JSC “Nilma” product – exterior claddings painted in vacuum 

chamber. Our company is one of the greatest wood processing companies in the Baltic region, 

working since 1997. Since 2002 the quality management and environment management 

systems have been established in the company. These systems correspond to the 

requirements of the international standards ISO.  

 

  

 

Vacuum painting is the latest technology for painting of the profiled wood. This method 

is of higher quality and quicker than other conventional methods. Painting is performed in a 

vacuum chamber where paint is spread. Due to this technology all surfaces of the wood are 

evenly covered with paint. Vacuum painting method ensures wood surface resistance to 

climate effects and protects it from the mould spores. 
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Pine, spruce and Siberian larch wood is used for production of claddings. The work 

pieces are painted with the world-known German “Sikkens” paint. 

 

 

“Sikkens”– water-based paint. They not only protect 

wood but also give its “face”. Paint advantages: 

prevention of destructive UV radiation, fast drying, 

long-lasting protection, environmentally friendly, 

healthy working conditions, PowerFeed® technology 

for excellent durability. 

 

You ask, we answer! 

 

Wherefore fully factory processed claddings are better?  

Painting process starts from planed dry wood grinding. Then it goes to vacuum painting 

chamber. Before second grinding and painting claddings are dried in drying device. Lastly 

product goes to packing mechanism where it is qualitatively packed. Such sequence of work 

allows achieving best quality and aesthetic level.  

  

Why economically it’s better to choose fully factory processed claddings?  

Painted claddings are much cheaper compared with total cost which you would have if 

painting yourself. After all if you want to achieve at least similar quality it is not enough to 

paint 3 times. At the end you would get not only poor quality but also a lot of wasted time. 

And as we know time is money.  

  

JSC “Nilma” also produces high quality glued-wood beams for the production of 

windows and doors, terrace and floor boards, glued constructional wood, furniture parts and 

other planed and glued details. More information about painted outside finish claddings and 

other products you will find on our website www.nilma.lt. We are thankful for the time which 

you spent for us and hope you will be interested in our products.  

If you have any questions about our production please don’t hesitate and contact us. 

 


